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Full hd background app

Wallpaper apps are everywhere. They are 10 cents in the Play Store. Moreover, you can always search online even more. Some, however, have a specific love of photography. Photos tend to have absurdly high resolutions. You can find photos of cityscapes, landscapes, people, cars, and things like that.
The good news is that there are many applications especially for photography lovers. Here are the best background photography apps for Android!7fonGoogle SearchReddit and ImgurNASAResplashWalliWallpapers from GoogleWalldrobeWalpyWonderwallPrice: Free/Up to $2,997phone is a Google Play
developer with several wallpaper apps. The developer's flagship app, connected here, has a bunch of wallpapers in different categories like most large wallpaper applications. In addition, the developer has specific wallpaper applications for dogs, cats, AMOLED displays, seasons and space. Most of these
applications have photography. You get 120,000 wallpapers, decent search and 65 categories in the main app. Apparently, more specialized applications have fewer suggestions. You should be able to find some good things in this collection, especially if you really like winter, cats or dogs. Google
SearchPrice: FreeLet starts with an obvious first. Google Search is usually the method to find a specific type of wallpaper. This is usually because it works and displays tons of websites instead of one like most apps. You can also add parameters to your search to make sure you find the type and
resolution you want. It's a little unpredictable, but Google Search helps you get to the right direction at least. Plus, he's free and probably came with his phone anyway. You'd better use it! Reddit and ImgurPrice: Free/$3.99 per month/$29.99 per yearReddit is another excellent place for photography
backgrounds and wallpapers. There are numerous photographic layouts. Most of them have tons of photographs to choose from. You can simply download and apply to the Home screen to make them your background. Some layouts we recommend are r/itookapicture, r/photocriticy, R/astrophotography,
and r/earthporn. There are many, many others as well. Reddit is free to use. There is a custom Reddit Gold subscription that removes ads and adds some additional features. NASAPrice: The official FreeNASA app is an excellent source for wallpaper if you want space images. The app has a bunch of
information about NASA, space, and all that. You can also watch various video content from the agency. However, for this list, the stars have 16,000 photos taken from different satellites and THE ISS with more coming every day. It's not landscape or urban landscape photography. However, these are
pictures of the space and all its different secrets and designs. Many of them are quite high resolution as well. This should work for anyone looking for legitimate space photographs to as a background. It's also completely free, with no in-app purchases. RestaCenter: Free / To Do is one of the latest
wallpaper photography apps on the list. It also has a fairly extensive library of images. The app has over 1.2 million photos over different categories. It's a good place to find a bunch of things at once. You can also download the raw image at maximum resolution, set an AMOLED-friendly dark theme, set
wallpapers directly from the app, and save favorites for later download. Users should disable battery optimization to automatically set wallpaper functionality to work, but otherwise the app seems to work as announced. WallyZens: Free/Up to $3.49Walli is one of the newer photography apps for shooting.
This one has different categories besides photography, but there is also photography. Artists get credit for their contributions here. It's not much, but it's cool to see apps doing that. It's an app that runs mostly from ads, after all, and they don't pay much. In any case, the user interface is clean and selected
above average. In addition, photography is usually high enough for any screen on any mobile phone. This one's surprisingly good. GooglePrice Wallpapers: FreeWallpapers is Google's wallpaper app. The selection is not as impressively massive as some others. However, almost every wallpaper here is a
picture of something. They're usually pictures of things like coastline or landscapes. However, there is also a casual city landscape photo there as well. However, it is definitely much smaller in scope than most of its competitors. It's completely free, no ads, and that's always nice. WalldrobePrice:
Free/$1.99Walldrobe is one of the latest wallpaper photography apps on the list. It boasts a massive collection of photographic wallpapers, including various themes from landscapes to single objects, and even some creative things. There is also an automatic changer that allows the app to change the
wallpaper for you at different intervals. You can customize this feature so that it doesn't drain the battery too much. The user interface is pretty good and some other features include several different layouts, AMOLED-friendly photos and a collection of over a million photos. The sources of unsplash
applications for its wallpapers and is quite open to it. WalpyPrice: Free/$2.49Walpy is an automatic wallpaper app. You get new wallpapers every day and the app adjusts it automatically. He exhausts his wallpaper through Unsplash.com and, in a cursory review of his website, it seems that there is a really
good choice. This is for all applications that do and work as announced. Users can only change the app to set wallpapers while the device is also charging on WiFi if they want to save battery and data. Otherwise, the pictures appear to be in high resolution and good diversity for them. The premium
version also adds some additional features if you're interested. WonderwallPrice: Free / Up to $21.99Coal wall is excellent excellent App. This one has only photography backgrounds. It comes with ui material design, a hand-picked collection of photographic wallpapers, and some additional features.
Many reviews on Google Play complain about the options it automatically set, which don't always work properly. However, everything else about the app seems to be a homsch track. This is a great place for some really good wallpapers. The app is completely free without advertising. There are in-app
purchases for additional donations. They are not obliged to use all parts of the application. If we missed any great photographic background apps for Android, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest Android app and game lists! Jeffrey Van Kemp / Digital
TrendsKote are struggling with performance issues on your Android device or trying to track suspicious battery drain, then you may want to peek at which apps are running in the background. This guide will show you exactly how to do it and offer some suggestions for what you can do about it. Before we
get into the details, it's important to note that the majority of Android apps will run in the background because they're doing something they need to do. Android is good at switching things in and out automatically to maintain a smooth performance, so you need to think carefully before intervening. Check
battery usage Your first port of call should be the battery breakdown that is built into Android. Go to Settings &gt; Battery &gt; battery usage. If you scroll down, you'll see a percentage listed next to each record showing recent battery usage. You should expect to find a screen at the top of the list, and
there will probably be some of Google's apps on the list. What you're looking for is an app or game that seems to have taken a suspiciously large amount of battery. If you used something briefly or not at all and still overheated some of the battery life, then this is a possible candidate for action. Check
current services or process statistics You can look at exactly what's running at any given time by inserting into developer options on your Android device. Go to Settings &gt; About device, and tap Create number seven times to unlock developer options. If you have a Samsung Galaxy, it could be Settings
&gt; Device info &gt; software information &gt; Creation number. You'll get a pop-up message telling you you're now a developer. Go to Settings &gt; Developer Options and search for Current Services or Process Statistics (depending on the version of Android you have). With Running services in Android
6.0 Marshmallow and above, you should see a live RAM status at the top, with a list of apps and related processes and services currently being implemented below. By default, the services that are used will be displayed, but you can also tap to display cached processes. With process statistics in older
versions of Android, you'll see a list. The percentage next to each of them shows you how often it's running, and you can tap to see what ram usage is. Once again, you're looking for apps that are suspiciously busy, although you don't really use them much. There are many Google system processes and
services that you don't want to mess with. If you don't know what something is, just type the name into Google and find out. It is best to be careful to avoid unexpected crashes or problems. What you're really looking for is a third-party app that you've installed or some stuffing you're not using that seems to
be running in the background a lot more than you should. Once you've identified some problematic apps, you have several different options to deal with them. How to temporarily stop apps in the background There are different ways to stop the app running in the background right now, and that may be
enough to stop your immediate problem. Just keep in mind that the next time you open the app or access it, these background processes will start again. You can press the Recent apps button on your phone and tap X next to open apps, or swipe right or left to close them. However, this does not
necessarily mean that this does not stop background services and processes from running. If you have an Android 6.0 or later device and go to Settings &gt; Developer Options &gt; Running Services, you can tap active apps and choose to stop. You'll see a warning if an app can't be stopped safely. For
older versions of Android (before 6.0), under Settings &gt; Developer options &gt; Process statistics, you can tap on an active app and select Force stop. In any version of Android, you can also go to Settings &gt; Apps or Settings &gt; Apps &gt; App Manager, and tap an app and tap Force stop. Older
versions of Android have the Run tab in the app list, so you can easily see what's actually running, but it's no longer displayed in Android 6.0 Marshmallow. If an app doesn't work, the Stop Force option will be silenced. How to permanently stop background applications If you want to stop an application in
the background and make sure it doesn't start again, then you still have a few options. The easiest way to stop a permanent app running in the background is to uninstall it. Go to Settings &gt; Apps on an Android storage device or Settings &gt; Apps &gt; Samsung Galaxy app manager, tap the
problematic app, and then tap Uninstall. If the app is preinstalled, you may not have the Uninstall option, but you should be able to disable disabling will also stop running in the background. If you're ready to root your Android device, you can try an app like Greenify or Backup. They will help you



automatically fall asleep or freeze unpleasant apps when you're not using them, so they no longer affect performance or drain your battery. What else can I do? There are a few other things you can do to try to deal with unpleasant applications that you don't really want to get rid of. Browse Settings &gt;
Data &gt; Background data, and you can prevent apps from syncing mobile data in the background, although they'll still use Wi-Fi when available. If you have Android 6.0 Marshmallow or higher version, you can go to Settings &gt; Privacy &amp; Safety &gt; App permissions. Look at permissions, such as
location, and decide whether all these apps really need that permission. Undoing some permissions may reduce background activity for some applications, but in other cases may prevent the app from working or cause crashes. For apps designed for older versions of Android, you may receive a warning
about denying permissions, but you can always go back here and provide them again if you encounter a problem. We do not recommend that you use task manager applications. They can cause more problems than they solve and rarely achieve the promised productivity gains. Essentially, install and
work with another app to temporarily stop applications running in the background. But Android automatically does this when needed and, as we have shown above, you can do it quite easily on your own. We've reached the end of our guide on how to investigate Android apps running in the background
and stop them. Most Android users should never force apps, but if you have a problem, we hope it helps you. Just be sure to do your research and proceed with caution! Tell us how you're doing. Editors' recommendations
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